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Abstract 

In Cloud Computing data security as well as load balancing of cloud server is very 

important and most challenging issues. Cloud reduces cost by providing on demand 

access of resources, it provides guaranteed, reliable services and dynamic allocation of 

resources. In cloud a single server stores very huge amount of data so there is need to 

balance load and provide fast transmission on cloud. Many users store their information 

on a single server, so there are chances of threats by unauthorized user. As we know on 

cloud we don’t have control over our data so security is a very important and challenging 

issue for cloud. If any algorithm provides fast transmission between user and server then 

there would be minimum chances for congestion and the data spend minimum time on 

transmission channel so it will give minimum time to attack on their data. In this paper, I 

proposed an ides and try to implement an algorithm through which cloud service provider 

can give the control to user itself. This algorithm uses a key and that key should be 

unknown from unauthorized person, the key may be user’s password or any secret 

information then this algorithm will give control to user and provide better security for 

user’s data where user would be free from authentication, correctness integrity or 

confidentiality. It is very important to .give control on user’s hand for reliability of 

services. 

 

Keywords: Data Security, Cloud Computing, Cloud Security, Load Balancing, 

Integrity. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is a type of computing which provides the facility to use resources 

available on cloud system, in other word we can say that it is a model where resources are 

retrieved through network, it allows user to use technology enabled services through the 

internet [10, 11]. Cloud computing is an internet based service where the user can easily 

use storage, services without knowing how it is actually working internally. Cloud 

computing is a collection of virtual machines in which user only uses the services 

provided by the virtual machines they don’t have a control on virtual machines. In cloud 

computing several organizations store their data on a single virtual server sometimes 

multiple operating systems are executed on a single virtual server, in this case there is 

chances of threat from other machine. So there is a need of high level security especially 

in public cloud system. 

There are some main characteristics of cloud computing: 

 Location Independence: it means location of device is not necessary for the 

user where it is located, the user only uses the services through internet. They 

don’t need to know what kind of device is used by user or cloud; they only 

know how to use it [11]. 
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 Multitenancy: it means a single piece of resource is used by multiple users. A 

single user is known as the tenant. So cloud provides a facility to use a single 

instance of resource across a large pool of users. 

 Reliability: uses multiple redundant (copied) sites which make it well suitable 

for business and disaster recovery. 
 Measured service: it means cloud automatically measures about services, resources 

used by users and providing transparency from users. 

 Scalability: modification of services quickly according to user’s requirement without 

any problem in existing services. 

 Security: due to centralization of data security is the main characteristics of data. It 

provides better security but need to increase the security level.  

 On demand self service: in which user can use the services according to their need 

without interference of the service provider. 

 

2. Related Work 

In [10], the authors have proposed a model and where they discussed on the multi level 

sign agreement from a service provider for data security but there would be some 

problem. If a service provider sign on the agreement and data is accessed by hacker then 

service provider would be responsible, according to [10] data can be protected only from 

service provider not from outside hackers. So, this model is not very effective for user and 

service provider. In [12], the authors used a HMAC scheme to encrypt data and used two 

times encryption at the time uploading a file and distribution of file. Uses of two times 

encryption means it will take double time which increases the time complexity.  Many 

authors have given their ideas some of them uses existing method and some authors have 

proposed their new ideas. 

 

3. Secure Model 

In this Section I discussed on proposed model how they would be beneficial for users 

and service provider. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of Proposed Model 
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Figure 1 shows the complete structure of the secure model, in this model when the user 

is allowed to upload/download file to or from cloud server, if the user wants to upload their 

data then that data will be compressed first then encryption is performed. The encryption 

technique uses two different keys and to provide better security and give full control to 

user the key should be user’s password or any secret information which is completely 

hidden from outside users. In this model I am compressing data by using existing method 

Arithmetic coding and to encrypt I used own encryption algorithm. The main objective of 

compression is that the data should be spending their minimum time on communication 

channel. The encryption technique also provides minimum space complexity so when we 

compress data both techniques (compression and encryption) then it’ll reduce size up to 

30-35% comparison to existing technique. For example: suppose the channel capacity is to 

transfer data 500 KBPS, the size of the original file is 2000KB then this file would be 4 

seconds on transmission channel and will give 4 seconds to attacker to hack their data. 

After using this model, the size of the original file is 2000KB, size of the compressed file is 

1200 KB, and now this file would 2-3 seconds on transmission channel, so it’ll give 2-3 

seconds to hack. This model keeps more effect on larger file where it can reduce maximum 

size. If we use both approach then security becomes high then service provider can provide 

reliable service with high security. 
 

 Algorithm 

This is an encryption algorithm performed on the user side, when users are allowed to 

access the services of cloud the encryption algorithm will performed by clicking on upload 

or download button. The secret key should be entered by the user. In the existing 

encryption algorithm we use a reverse process of encryption to decrypt the file, the key 

feature of this Algorithm is that there is no need to implement/design a decryption 

algorithm it decrypts the data by the same process. This algorithm performs a variable 

number of rounds depend on the key length and in each round this algorithm generates a 

random key. It is impossible to predict the random key in each round so this algorithm 

provides a high security level. There are no any limitations of key length but the key size 

should be square of any number. 

 

Encryption Algorithm: 

Step 1: read file example.txt 

Step 2: read two different keys of equal length (key1 and key2) 

Step 3: find l = length of key1 

Step 4: key1= {key1+ rand(l)} x key2 

Step 5: initialize R=0 where R is the number of rounds 

Step 6: rand_key_generation (key1) 

 Reverse kry1 and store as RevOfKey1 

 Convert each character into its ASCII value 

 Sum=   ∑ASCII * P. Where P is the position of character in key1. 

 Calculate mod (sum, l) 

 Arrange key1and RevOfKey1  into matrix form 

 Add mod value with each character in key1 matrix. 

 N1w key1         RevOfKey1 

 Obtain NewKey 
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Step 7: Now Perform Exclusive-Or operation with example.txt and NewKey. 

 Ciphertext= example.txt          NewKey 

Step 8: now initialize key1= NewKey and R= R+1. 

Step 9: Repeat step 6, 7 & 8 until R<= Length of the key 

Step 10: Stop. 

Decryption is the same process of encryption. 

Example: Suppose key1= aw23e45t6 and key2= fd34eft56  then key1= key1 + rand(l) 

x key2, where rand() is the random function. 

Now, Key1= aszxwdefy 

L=9 

RevOfKey1= yfdewxzsa 

a=97, s=115, z=122, x=120, w=119, d=100, e=101, f=102, y=121.  

Sum= 97*1+115*2+122*3+120*4+119*5+100*6+101*7+102*8+121*9= 4980 

mod=  (4980, 9)= 3 

 

a s z  97 115 122 

x w d  120 119 100 

e f y  101 102 121 
Key1 _matrix 

y f e  122 102 101 

d w x  100 119 120 

z s a  122 115 97 

RevOfKey1_matrix 

100 118 125 

 123 122 103 

104 105 124 

After adding mod value to key1_matrix 

100 118 125  122 102 101 

123 122 103  100 119 120 

104 105 124  122 115 97 

Xoring between key1matrix after add mod value and RevOfKey1_matrix 

30 16 24 

31 13 31 

18 26 29 

 

ASCII value of key1= 97, 115, 122, 120, 119, 100, 101, 102, 121. 

ASCII of newkey = 30, 16, 24, 31, 13, 31, 18, 26, 29. 
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The character for the ASCII value of newkey is not available on keyboard. These are the 

reserved notification symbol for system so it is impossible to crack the new key. This 

process is performed in each round of this algorithm so key1 and newkey would be change 

in each round. 

The first key is should be entered from user, it may be password of user or service 

provider can add extra button for a secret key but the key service provider should be 

unaware from secret key and providers have to cooperate their user to secure data. 

 

4. Result 

Table 1. Result of Algorithm 

# 

Rounds 

 Key1 Newkey Plaintext ciphertext 

Initial 

Stage 

Key1= 

aw23e45t6, 

Key2= 

fd34eft56 

    

1  12qwaszx3 -;a#4d&k9 security Cd5%l*ku 

2  -;a#4d&k9 />e@t*)!l Cd5%l*ku -<i7b2’{ 

3  />e@t*)!l Ax+.0se\p -<i7b2’{ ]yi&by() 

4  Ax+.0se\p V([ty^”$e ]yi&by() Ju?:[]0@ 

 Encrypted 

Data 

 

In Table 1 we can see that how the key is changing and it is unexpected key, sometimes 

it may be happen new key would be invisible symbol that’s why I am showing all these 

characters because character of each ASCII is not available on the keyboard but in the 

above example we can see that how invisible character means the system notification 

symbol is used as a new key. This algorithm is not only for key length of 9 bytes it 

supports variable key length but length should be square of any integer. If we use the 

maximum length of the key then it is more secure because for maximum key length there 

would be the maximum number of rounds which keeps user’s data secure from 

unauthorized user. Like existing encryption algorithm this Algorithm doesn’t require  
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Figure 2. Transmission Time of Existing Technique and Proposed Technique 

5. Conclusion / Future Work 

Security of stored data is a very big challenge for cloud service provider, on cloud 

computing users only access their data and use the service provided by the service 

provider, users don’t know anything about its security and don’t have any control on their 

data. So, in this paper we proposed our new algorithm to give control to users for their data 

security. From the above example and Table1 we analyzed that this algorithm provides 

better security and also gives full control to users. This paper also presents the hybrid 

model for cloud in this model two different techniques are used compression and 

encryption. For compression I used the existing method and to encrypt I used own 

encryption algorithm. We know that cloud server contains very huge amount of data and 

multiple user accesses a cloud server at the same time so this hybrid model reduce the size 

of data that saves the storage space of cloud server and increase throughput of cloud 

computing. Finally after all experiment we found that proposed technique provides better 

security which is controlled by the users itself. 
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